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Introduction

Tropical cyclone (TC) boundary layer (BL) is of great 
importance to TC development, but it must be param
eterized by boundary layer parameterizations (BLPs). 
The BLPs are mostly developed on field experiments 
or large eddy simulation (LES) results under moderate 
condition. When applied in TC boundary layer, signific
ant bias could be unavoidable. Besides, there exists u
nique structures in TCBL like roll vortex covering a wid
e range of wave number, whose contribution to turbu
lent flux is missed in current BLPs.

In this study, a novel deep learning model named o
ne dimension convolutional neural network (1D-CNN) 
is proposed to tackle TC-BLP problem. The skewness 
problem in training data of 1D-CNN, which is derived 
from TC-LES outputs, is alleviated to reduce model bi
as.

Data and Method

(1) Data preprocessing
The data used for neural network (NN) training is d

erived from a LES simulation (100 m resolution) of a 
mature TC using WRF-ARW v3.9.1.1. There are 15 𝜎
levels below 1200 m in BL. 

Fig 1. Calculation of large scale variates and turbulent fluxes from LES

The LES outputs are interpolated onto 14 heights b
elow 1200 m before being processed level by level lik
e Fig 1 to calculate large scale variates and turbulent f
luxes. Subgrid scale fluxes must be taken into account 
near the surface. The side length of each box is 2 km.

LES is conducted for 9 h. The first 7 h data is chose
n as training data, the next hour is chosen as validatio
n data which is followed by the last 1 h testing data. T
he large scale variates and turbulent fluxes are all nor
malized by corresponding global average (avg) and st
andard deviation (std). 

(2) Neural network design
The parameterization problem in this study can be 

abstracted in the formula form below:

𝑢′𝑤′, 𝑣′𝑤′, 𝜃′𝑤′, 𝑞′𝑤′ = 𝐹 𝑈, 𝑉,𝑊, 𝛩, 𝑄

Each variate in the formula is in the same column o
f air in TCBL, which is of 14-level height.

Loss function for NN is mean squared error (MSE).

Fig 2. 1D-CNN structure design

Fig 3. Fully connected neural network (FC-NN) structure design

A few studies reveal the facts that the intensity of  r
oll vortex is highly relevant to vertical shear of inflow 
in TCBL. The 1D-CNN network has a unique convoluti
onal structure which makes itself easier to detect the 
vertical changes in large scale variates.

(3) Nonlinear transformation

𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = ቊ
𝑥1/𝑛, 𝑥 ≥ 0

−(−𝑥)1/𝑛, 𝑥 < 0
(1)

After being transformed by (1), the greater the orig
inal absolute value, the more shrink of value. This tra
nsformation is designed to alleviate data skewness pr
oblem and is applied to the output turbulent fluxes b
efore avg and std calculation and normalization.

ො𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 = ൜
ො𝑥𝑛, ො𝑥 ≥ 0

− −ො𝑥 𝑛, ො𝑥 ≤ 0
(2)

When it comes to NN inference, after the NN outpu
ts being recovered by corresponding std and avg, (2) i
s applied in order to restore the original value.

Results

(1) NN performance comparison

Table 1. Validation data loss of FC-NN with different super parameter de
signs. The first row of table represents number of hidden neurons per h
idden layer. The first column represents number of layers in FC-NN.

Table 2. Validation data loss of 1D-CNN with different super parameter 
designs. The first row of table represents number of feature maps  per 
hidden layer. The first column represents number of layers in 1D-CNN.

Table 3. Testing data loss of the best 1D-CNN vs the best FC-NN per turb
ulent flux.

Super parameters have great impact on the final pe
rformance of NN. Based on the validation set results 
(Table 1 & 2), the best 1D-CNN realize about 2.7% los
s decline compared to the best FC-NN. Testing set res
ult (Table 3) also shows that the best 1D-CNN have 2.
2%, 1.45%, 5.5% and 5.7% loss improvement for 

𝑢′𝑤′, 𝑣′𝑤′, 𝜃′𝑤′ and 𝑞′𝑤′ respectively.

(2) Alleviation of data skewness
Introduce a formula to quantify the extreme degre

e of turbulent fluxes per column:

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
σℎ=1
14 σ𝑚=1

4 |𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥(ℎ,𝑚)|

14 × 4
h represents level and m represents flux type. The f

luxes are all normalized by corresponding std & avg.

Having been trained on the n=2 transformed data, t
he 1D-CNN model enjoys a 7.4%, 9.2%, 6.5% and 7.5

% RMSE improvement for 𝑢′𝑤′, 𝑣′𝑤′, 𝜃′𝑤′ and 𝑞′𝑤′ r
espectively on validation data when data score is less 
than 1, which makes about 90% of the whole data.

On the testing data, the improvement still has 6.2%, 
6.0%, 4.7% and 6.9% RMSE decline.

(3) Comparison with YSU scheme

𝒖′𝒘′ 𝒗′𝒘′ 𝜽′𝒘′ 𝒒′𝒘′

Fig 5 & 6. These tow figs are turbulent flux comparison between LES dia
gnostics and predictions of 1D-CNN trained with transformed data and 

YSU on 𝑢′𝑤′, 𝑣′𝑤′, 𝜃′𝑤′ and 𝑞′𝑤′ at 251 m (up) & 780 m (down). The d
ata of these two figs is in the testing data.

When calculated at 2 km scale the LES diagnostic di
stributions have obvious signals of rainbands and eye 
wall, which are almost predicted by 1D-CNN and miss
ed by YSU scheme. It is also noticed that in the upper
level of BL, details of 1D-CNN prediction fade away. 

The significant differences between YSU and 1D-CN
N model performance could partly explain the long d
ebating question of high resolution sensibility of TC s
imulation. When applied under 2 km resolution, YSU 
scheme will miss the fluxes in rainbands and eye wall 
due to small scale structures like roll vortex.
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vertical component of 

turbulent flux (𝑎′𝑤′)
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14×5
𝑈, 𝑉,𝑊,𝛩, 𝑄

14×4

𝑢′𝑤′, 𝑣′𝑤′, 𝜃′𝑤′, 𝑞′𝑤′

FC-NN 96 112 128 144 160 176

4 0.6155 0.6115 0.6075 0.6063 0.6026 0.6004

6 0.5868 0.5867 0.5829 0.5822 0.5814 0.5821

8 0.5884 0.5899 0.5889 0.5855 0.5882 0.5905

10 0.5952 0.5951 0.5987 0.5945 0.5955 0.5929

1D-CNN 36 40 44 48 52

4 0.7051 0.6994 0.6975 0.6959 0.6915

6 0.6162 0.6130 0.6069 0.6048 0.6004

8 0.5876 0.5809 0.5775 0.5739 0.5722

10 0.5749 0.5721 0.5715 0.5657 0.5668

12 0.5736 0.5721 0.5708 0.5711 0.5697

𝑢′𝑤′ 𝑣′𝑤′ 𝜃′𝑤′ 𝑞′𝑤′

1D-CNN 0.6576 0.6300 0.4295 0.6709

FC-NN 0.6723 0.6393 0.4543 0.7113

… …

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

14 levels 4 columns 

𝑢′𝑤′, 𝑣′𝑤′, 𝜃′𝑤′, 𝑞′𝑤′

14 levels 5 columns 
𝑈, 𝑉,𝑊, 𝛩, 𝑄

In Fig 4, nonlinear 
transformation mak
es the score distribu
tion more compact 
and balanced. The d
ata skewness of the 
original distribution 
and n=2,3,4 are 4.5
5, 2.50,1.98 and 1.8
3 respectively. 

Fig 4. Score distribution of raw data and da
ta after nonlinear transformation. The area 
under the curve represents the whole num
ber of datasets.

Take-home message:
A novel NN structure named 1D-CNN combined w

ith data nonlinear transformation technique accom
plishes significant improvement of turbulent flux pr
ediction compared to classic BL scheme YSU. 
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